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SUMMARY 
A highly loaded, high work four-stage turbine has been aerodynamically designed with an 
axial inlet and with exit guide vanes to eliminate exit swirl with minimal loss. This design 
features controlled vortex flow, terraced inner flowpath, transitional boundary layer flow 
on each airfoil row, localized airfoil recambering, and zero seal leakage flow. The result is 
a turbine with high levels of gas turning and Mach numbers relative to a conventional design. 
The predicted efficiency for this turbine is 89.3% without the exit guide vane. 
INTRODUCTION 
The application of highly loaded, high work fandrive turbines is found in advanced subsonic 
cruise and lift fan engines. These engines must be lightweight, have high overall performance, 
and meet low noise requirements. In these types of engines high by-pass ratios are used to 
improve cycle performance, which results in large fan diameters and increased work require- 
ments for the low pressure turbine. The combination of low rotative speeds and increased 
work output in the low pressure turbine necessitates the use of high stage loading and high 
specific work technology to keep engine weight, size and complexity at a minimum. A 
study conducted at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft of the engine for an advanced transport air- 
plane indicated that a 4% stage turbine (4 stages plus exit guide vanes) with a stage loading 
factor of 4.66 and high specific work output would be required to drive the fan. If conven- 
tional stage loading factors (2.0 or lower) were used, this turbine would consist of 8 or  more 
stages. 
The objective of this program is to design and fabricate the 4% stage turbine and to determine 
its performance in a cold air investigation. This report describes the initial phase of the pro- 
gram, the turbine aerodynamic design. 
TURBINE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN 
The turbine aerodynamic design encompasses the discussion of the turbine requirements, 
the design philosophy and the turbine flowpath, velocity diagrams, and airfoil definitions. 
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
The aerodynamic design parameters required for this turbine design approximate those re- 
sulting from a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engine study for an advanced transport airplane ap- 
plication. These requirements are summarized as follows: 
Number of Stages n 4 Plus E,xit Guide Vanes 
Average Stage Load Factor g J A  h 
nUm* 
4.66 Based on Root Mean Square Pitch 
Diameter 
Equivalent Specific Work A h  104,430 Jouleslkg (44.9 BTU/lb) 
e 
Equivalent Rotative Speed N 2980 RPM - 
fl 
Equivalent Mass Flow w f l  6.078 kg/sec (13.4 lb/sec) 
6 
Equivalent Mean Diameter Dm 48.006 cm (18.90 in.) 
The last three of the requirements result from applying a 0.5 linear scale factor to the study 
engine turbine to make the cold air turbine compatible with existing NASA Lewis test faci- 
lities. The turbine was designed to be investigated with inlet total state conditions of 422'K 
(300'F) and 1.565 atmospheres. These test conditions duplicate the study engine turbine 
Reynolds number at cruise flight conditions. The turbine was also specified to have an axial 
inlet flow so that the test results could be compared to those obtained from previous tests 
of turbines designed with high stage loading factors. No requirements were made on the tur- 
bine exit guide vanes (denoted EGV hereafter) other than the elimination of exit swirl. 
DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
The turbine design personnel at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft believe that the achievement of an 
efficient turbine design for this application requires the incorporation of certain aerodynamic 
concepts into the turbine design. These concepts are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Controlled Vortex Flow 
The design of a highly loaded, high specific work low pressure turbine presents the problem 
of obtaining adequate levels of root reaction especially when a free vortex flow design philo- 
sophy is used. Reaction is defined as the ratio of the static pressure change across the moving 
blade row to  the static pressure change across the turbine stage. I t  has been found that low 
stage reactions lead to extreme pressure gradients on the suction surface of the airfoil which 
increases the danger of boundary layer separation. For this turbine, a controlled vortex 
flow principle was used which enhances the design by altering the spanwise work distribution 
to increase the root reaction and decrease the tip reaction. The reduction in tip reaction also 
is beneficial since this reduces the potential for blade tip leakage. The use of controlled vor- 
tex flow as a design tool is discussed in Reference 1, and has been incorporated into the tur- 
bine design procedure used at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. 
Terraced Inner Diameter Flowpath 
In a typical controlled vortex design, the vane exit angle is redistributed, relative to free vor- 
tex flow by increasing the vane root angle and decreasing the vane tip angle. This results in 
a reduction in the vane exit static pressure gradient. Investigation into the effects of flow- 
I 2 
path inner wall geometry on streamline curvature has shown that the combination of a 
conical vane endwall followed by a cylindrical blade endwall (referred to herein as “terraced”) 
forces the local streamline curvatures in a way which also decrease the vane exit radial static 
pressure gradient. However, with a terraced flowpath, the reduced radial pressure gradient is 
accompanied by a reduction in streamline diffusion through the following blade row which 
does not occur with the vane angle redistribution. It is believed that the reduction in diffu- 
sion may result in reduced secondary flow losses. Therefore, this turbine design incorporates 
a combination of the vane exit redistribution and a terraced inner flowpath. 
Transitional Boundary Layer 
Experimental cascade research conducted by H. Schlichting and A. Das (2), H. Hebble (3) 
and K. Gersten (4) have clearly established that the profile performance of cascades in the 
Reynolds number range from 1.5 x I O 5  to 13.0 x 10’ is strongly influenced by the nature 
of the transition from a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer on the airfoil suction side. 
As the Reynolds number decreases from a level where the suction side boundary layer is pri- 
marily turbulent, the laminar boundary layer transition moves further downstream towards 
the minimum pressure point. Upon reaching a Reynolds number where transition does not 
occur naturally before the minimum pressure, it appears that the boundary layer undergoes 
transition in a laminar separation bubble and reattaches to the profile surface as a turbulent 
boundary layer. At still lower Reynolds numbers, reattachment fails to occur, and the pro- 
file is separated in the classic sense. 
A new calculation procedure has recently been developed by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft which 
accounts for the transitional nature of the airfoil boundary layer, the end product being a 
predicted airfoil profile loss. The results of this calculation are shown in Figure 1 for a typi- 
cal airfoil design. A predicted turbulent boundary layer solution is also shown which has 
been used as a base for design performance estimation. As can be seen, the change in the 
boundary layer characteristics are reflected in the airfoil profile loss, Le., the loss decreases 
as the transition point moves toward the minimum pressure point. The loss then increases 
gradually until boundary layer reattachment fails to occur. Therefore a minimum loss exists 
for each airfoil which is dependent on the transitional nature of the boundary layer, and 
which has been verified by cascade performance testing. The present four stage turbine de- 
sign aims to capitalize on this loss characteristic by designing to an airfoil Reynolds number 
in the minimum loss region of each row through the variation of the airfoil chord. 
Turbine Endwall Loss 
The presence of divergent endwalls, high airfoil turning and high Mach numbers in a turbine 
design may result in large endwall losses. One of the mechanisms believed to cause end loss 
is the build up of the boundary layer as the fluid flows through the airfoil channel. Because 
of the pressure gradient across the channel, the lower momentum fluid is drawn to the inter- 
face of the suction surface and the inner wall where it forms a strong vortex, resulting in 
high losses. An investigation was made into the effects of airfoil recambering in the root 
endwall to reduce the cross channel pressure gradient. The results of this study are discussed 
in Reference 5 ,  but the main conclusion was that a local recambering of the turbine airfoil 
by reducing the airfoil inlet and exit metal angle can lead to loss reductions in the root end- 
3 
wall regions. This approach has now been used in  the 4% stage turbinc design between the 
root and quartcr root sections. 
Inner and Outer Scal Leakage 
Gas path :eakage past the rotating blade tip seals and the inner diameter spacer seals is known 
to have a large impact on turbine efficiency. One method for minimizing these leakage flows 
has been the use of abradable seal land materials that make very small running clearances pos- 
sible. Since abradable seals are now being used in many turbine applications, the assumption 
of near zero leakage for the inner and outer seal configurations has been made. 
DESIGN PROCEDURE 
Meanline Analysis 
The turbine flowpath and stage work distribution were set as a result of a parametric study 
using a Mean Line Design analysis approach. The Mean Line Design analysis offers a rela- 
tively fast meanline calculation by which a variety of turbine configurations can be com- 
pared and the optimum configuration selected. For this design, the inlet annulus was sized 
to give an inlet Mach number of 0.3 without inlet swirl. The fourth stage exit annulus was 
initially set t o  give 30' of swirl and a 0.46 exit Mach number. A parametric study was then 
carried out which vaned the exit annulus area and stage work split while maintaining the 
average turbine mean diameter at 48.006 cm ( 18.9 inches). Varying the annulus area results 
in a trade-off between airfoil turningand turbine Mach number. The meanline results giving 
the effect of annulus area variation on efficiency are shown in Figure 2 for a stage work split 
of 27%, 2770, 2776, 19% in stages 1 through 4 respectively. The efficiency levels in this figure 
do  not represent the final turbine design. This curve indicates that little improvement in effi- 
ciency is obtained by increasing the annulus area more than 15% above the base. 
The variation of the fourth stage work determines the optimum overall tarbine efficiency in- 
cluding the exit guide vane turning loss. The remainder of the turbine work was split equally 
in the first three stages. The exit guide vane loss was calculated gsing diffusion factors of 
0.4 and 0.6, and the loss correlation from Reference 6. The meanline analysis results for 
this study are also shown in Figure 2 for the 15% increased exit annulus turbine. These 
curves indicate that the optimum turbine efficiency including the EGV loss would be ob- 
tained by designing the turbine with a near equal work split (25.5%, 25.9%, 24.5%, 24.1%) 
a,id a diffusion factor of 0.6. This means that the exit guide vane will be a highly loaded 
cascade with average inlet swirl of 45". A reduction in the diffusion factor would result in 
the necessity to shift work out of the fourth stage, producing low fourth stage root reactions 
and high losses. 
Streamline Analysis 
Having determined the basic turbine flowpath, stage work split and the average (meanline) 
velocity triangles, the radial distribution of aerodynamic properties was determined using 
the Streamline Design Analysis. The basis of this analysis is a streamline design computer 
program which accounts for the radial component of gas velocity by using a streamline cur- 
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-b 
vature solution to  the equation of motion for an axisymmetric, inviscid, compressible flow. 
The most important aspect of the streamline procedure is the ability to use controlled vor- 
tex principles to maximize the turbine efficiency. 
The results of the Meanline Design Study provide predicted airfoil profile and endwall loss 
levels which are distributed across the span by using Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s design ex- 
perience. The airfoil chords were set to obtain airfoil Reynolds numbers between 3.0 and 
4.0 x 10’. This Reynolds number range was found to give a minimum profile loss in the 
cascade test mentioned earlier. The root and tip reaction levels were adjusted by the use of 
controlled vortex flow through a redistribution of vane exit angles and the “terracing” of 
the inner flowpath. A 30% to 40% root reaction level in all airfoil rows was the goal. Once 
a satisfactory solution was obtained, the turning in the airfoil roots was reduced to relieve 
the endloss as previously discussed. 
4sl, 
The results of the streamline analysis are shown in the flowpath of Figure 3 and the velocity 
triangles at five radial locations in Figures 4 and 5 .  The flowpath is convergent through the 
exit guide vane to reduce the local diffusion factor. The number of turbine airfoils shown 
in Figure 3 was based on the application of the compressible form of the Zweifel lift coef- 
ficient in the range of 0.9 and 1.1 which is within Pratt & Whitney’s experience for good 
profile efficiency. A tabulation of aerodynamic properties from the streamline analysis is 
given in Table I for the root, mean and tip sections, with typical airfoil nomenclature shown 
in Figure 6. 
Airfoil Design 
The airfoil contours were designed through an analysis of the airfoil surface pressure distri- 
bution, channel convergence, and surface boundary layer behavior. An airfoil design com- 
puter program generates suction and pressure surfaces based on input geometric parameters 
such as inlet and exit gas angles, solidity, throat dimensions and leading and trailing edge 
thickness. Inlet metal angles were determined by applying 3” to 6” of negative airfoil inci- 
dence, which is based on Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s experience on high performance turbine 
airfoils. Exit metal angles were determined by applying a gas angle deviation criterion de- 
rived from design experience, and influenced by the airfoil exit Mach number and gaging 
angle. Trailing edge diameter was to be 0.0253 cm (0.010 in.:) to maintain the 0.5 scale fac- 
tor between the cold air turbine and engine turbine. However, this diameter was increased 
to 0.038 cm (0.01 5 in.) to reduce fabrication costs. 
Once the airfoil contours are defined, a surface pressure distribution is calculated by means 
of either a computer program which calculates the twodimensional, irrotational flow of a 
perfect, compressible, inviscid gas through an entirely subsonic airfoil channel, or a program 
which applies a transient technique of the conservation laws to small control volumes in the 
flow field for a transonic airfoil channel. 
The transient technique permits a mixed flow solution without advance knowledge of the 
interface regions of subsonic and supersonic flows. The resulting pressure distributions are 
then appraised on the basis of accelerating suction surface velocity while the suction surface 
5 
/ diffusion is minimized in the uncovcred regions wliere the airfoil is susccptible to boundary 
layer separation. Thc ~hanncl  gcomctry is also reviewed to ensure that a minimuiii aniount 
of channel diffusion exists near thc airfoil lcading c d g .  This is to  prevent the occurrence 
of a pressure siclc separation and reattachment wi th  a subsequent increase in profile loss. 
Surface boundary layer behavior of cach airfoil dcfining section is also examined for possible 
separation through a program which uses a finitc differencc procedure to compute the la- 
minar, transitional, and turbulcnt devcloj>mcnt of the airfoil surface boundary layer. This 
problem also calculates niomentuni and displacement thicknesses for the suction and pres- 
sure sides at the trailing edge which are used in a control volume waAe mixing comput a t’ ion 
for determining the proGlc loss. 
.rcc 
The results of the airfoil design procedure, Le., the airfoil contours, pressure and velocity 
distributions and channel area ratios are presentid in Figures 7 through 86. A summary of 
the defining section airfoil geometry is given in Table 11, and the associated airfoil nondimen- 
sional coordinates in Table Ill. Thc results of the total pressure loss calculations for the 
mean sections over a range in Keynolds numbers are shown in Figure 87. This figure indi- 
cat,es that the selection of airfoil chord to  give Reynolds numbers between 3 and 4.0 x lo5 
does result in minimum losses in most airfoil rows. 
EXIT GUIDE VANE DESIGN 
The establishment of an equal work distribution in the turbine stages results in the need for 
a highly loaded, high turning exit guide vane design. The exit guide vane was therefore de- 
signed using fan exit guide vane technology based on stator data from the NASA high tip 
speed, low tip speed and 1800 fps tip speed fan programs discussed in References 7, 8 and 9 
respectively. 
The requirements for the exit guide vanes, as determined from the streamline analysis, are 
shown in Figure 88 which give the inlct angle and inlet Mach number distributions. The 
EGV airfoil sections were chosen to  be 65 series thickness distributions in circular arc mean- 
lines (656A) and were designed on conical surfaces approxihating a stream surface of revo- 
lution. These sections were chosen to best accommodate the anticipated range of Mach num- 
bers and Reynolds numbers. The resulting EGV design has 28 vanes an an 8.636 cm (3.4 in.) 
true chord which is constant spanwise. The aspect ratio is 1.6 based on average blade length 
and an axially projected chord at the hub. Maximum thickness to chord ratio varies linearly 
with radius from 0.06 at the hub to 0.10 at the tip. The convergence of the flowpath is the 
result of iterations aimed at  controlling root loadings and wall diffusion rates while maintain- 
ing levels of solidity, Mach number and aspect ratio within P&WA experience. The incidence 
angles were set to correspond with past experience and to provide some additional choke 
margin for off-design requirements while the EGV deviation angles were determined by ap- 
plying Carters Rule plus an adjustment based on P&WA experience. The EGV incidence and 
diffusion factors are shown in Figure 89 as a function of span and the resulting airfoil con- 
tours are shown in Figure 90 for 5 radial locations. Nondimensional coordinates for the 
EGV are given in Table 1V. EGV surface pressure distributions were also computed by 
means of a compressible potential flow solution program per T. Katsanis (Reference 10). 
6 
These results are shown in Figures 9 1 through 95, and indicate satisfactory flow at all sec- 
tions. 
The EGV losses were calculated by using a correlation of loss parameter versus diffusion 
factor and percent span. The correlation as reported in Reference 11 was modified slightly 
to represent more closely the stator data from other NASA fan programs. Because the 
Reynolds number a t  the design conditions is lower than those normally encountered in 
compressor designs, the loss calculation was adjusted assuming loss proportional to Re -.2 
and using Re = 1 O6 for the parameter data. The resultant loss is shown in the spanwise 
curve of Figure 89, the average loss being 2.1% APT/PT. 
EFFICIENCY ESTIMATION 
The result of the Meanline Design and Streamline Studies was the establishment of the tur- 
bine flowpath, work distribution and velocity diagrams. The estimated efficiency for this 
turbine based on those diagrams is 88.1% for airfoils with 0.010" trailing edge thickness, 
exclusive of the EGV loss. Increasing the airfoil trailing edge diameter to 0.015" reduces 
this efficiency to 87.9%. Application of the minimum profile loss assumed for the transi- 
tional boundary layer design procedure will result in an improvement of 1.4% to 89.3%. 
The exit guide vane loss of 2.1% would then give an overall turbine efficiency with EGV of 
88.6%. 
Airfoil Vibration Analysis 
The airfoils defined in this report have been analyzed for vibratory resonance and airfoil 
flutter. The vibratory analysis idealizes one blade as vibrating in a complete rotor stage. 
The turbine disk is modeled via thin disk and ring equations. The shroud is modeled with 
equations as a continuous ring. The root and disk dead rim flexibilities are entered as con- 
nector springs between disk and blade. The disk and shroud are then assumed to  undergo a 
sinusoidal vibratory mode with an integral number of waves around the rim and the system 
natural frequency is then found. 
The results of this analysis are shown in the resonance diagrams of Figures 96 through 99 
for each rotor. The first stage blade is shown to be free of all critical resonances within the 
anticipated steadystate operating range of the turbine. (+25% of design speed). Rotors 2 
through 4 do have nozzle passing frequency resonances within the operating range. These 
resonances are first and second bending, and first torsional modes of vibration. The magni- 
tude of the vibratory stress levels are not known due to the lack of engine experience with 
airfoils of such high thickness to chord ratios, and high camber which make for a stiff airfoil. 
However, engine experience on conventional LPT airfoil designs has resulted in vane passing 
vibratory stress levels of 7720 kg/m2 (1 1 .O ksi) which is half of the vibratory stress capabi- 
lity as shown on the Goodman Diagram of Figure 100. Mechanical damping and the low 
pressure levels of a cold flow rig versus an engine will also minimize the excitation energy. 
Therefore no vibratory resonance problems are anticipated for these airfoils. 
i 
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axial chord (cm, in.) 
compressible lift coefficient 
axial velocity (m/sec, ftlsec) 
diameter (cm, in.) 
diffusion factor for incompressible 2 dimensional cascade 
turbine total work (joules, BTU) 
turbine specific work (joules/kg, BTU/lbm) 
blade or vane height at airfoil throat (cm, in.) 
leading edge diameter (cm, in.) 
Mach number 
number of stages 
turbine rotor speed (revlmin) 
static pressure (newtons/cm 2 , psia) 
total pressure (newtons/cm 2 , psia) 
Reynolds number 
suction surface length (cm, in.) 
trailing edge diameter (cm, in.) 
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SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS (Cont’d) 
airfoil pitch (cm, in.) 
airfoil throat (cm, in.) 
density (kg/m3, lbm/ft3) 
airfoil solidity, ratio of chord to spacing 
absolute air angle, degrees 
relative air angle, degrees 
ratio of air temperature to standard sea level temperature 
turning through an airfoil 
ratio of the square of the airfoil absolute exit velocity to the ideal exit 
velocity 
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TABLE I 
TURBINE AERODYNAMICS 
RADIAL STATION 
Ro (VANE INLET) CM 
(IN.) 
R1 (VANE EXIT) CM 
(IN.) 
R1.5 (BLADE INLET) CM 
(IN.) 
I j  > . 
R2 (BLADE EXIT) CM 
(IN.) 
(FPS) 
U2 WHEEL SPEED MPS 
Ah Jouledkg 
VEL. RATIO 
(BTUllb) 
cro Deg. 
ROOT 
20.264 
(7.978) 
19.939 
(7.850) 
19.733 
(7.769) 
19.733 
(7.769) 
74.37 
(244.) 
353c6. 
(1 5.18) 
0.280 
90.00 
31.53 
58.47 
37.46 
26.66 
115.88 
34.09 
0.375 
1.457 
1.343 
0.757 
0.851 
0.600 
0.857 
.317 
.782 
51 7. (476) 
FIRST STAGE 
MEAN 
22.240 
(8.756) 
22.209 
(8.744) 
22.253 
(8.761) 
22.738 
(8.952) 
85.95 
(282) 
39864. 
(17.14) 
0.304 
90.00 
25.73 
64.27 
31.82 
22.66 
125.52 
30.94 
0.335 
1.434 
1.261 
0.740 
0.884 
0.573 
0.814 
.283 
.782 
433.(388) 
TIP 
24.13 
(9.500) 
24.486 
(9.640) 
24.887 
(9.798) 
25.596 
(10.077) 
96.62 
(317.) 
36980. 
(1 5.90) 
0.355 
90.00 
23.93 
66.07 
29.47 
22.66 
127.87 
35.05 
0.377 
1.375 
1.250 
0.773 
0.980 
0.456 
0.678 
300 
.708 
366.(327) 
ROOT 
19.632 
(7.729) 
19.454 
(7.659) 
19.279 
(7.590) 
19MB c 
(7.590) 
72.85 
(239.) 
36678. 
15.971. 
0.269 
32.12 
26.64 
121.24 
31.48 
25.37 
123.15 
32.48 
0.430 
1.285 
1.260 
0.910 
0.823 
0.698 
0.882 
0.674 
0.881 
475.(444) 
SECOND STA 
MEAN 
20.898 
(9.015) 
23.126 
(9.105) 
23.236 
(9.148) 
23S'lO 
19.374) 
89.92 
(295.) 
40725. 
(17.51) 
0.315 
28.66 
21.63 
129.71 
28.22 
21.37 
130.41 
30.29 
0.468 
1.249 
1.259 
0.901 
0.857 
0.584 
0.817 
0.589 
0.813 
362.(3sO) 
TIP 
26.025 
(10.246) 
26.208 
(10.515) 
27.087 
(10.664) 
27.894 
(10.982) 
105.16 
(345.) 
35515. 
(15.27) 
0.395 
31.21 
20.64 
128.15 
32.75 
21.37 
125.88 
35.93 
0.534 
1.213 
1.291 
0.957 
0.896 
0.375 
0.671 
0.431 
0.684 
276.(294) 
38934. 
(16.74) 
39494. 
(16.98) 
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TABLE I (Cont‘d) 
TURBl N E AERODYNAM ICs 
RADIAL STATION 
Ro (VANE INLET) CM 
R1 (VANE EXIT) CM 
(IN.) 
(IN.) 
R1.5 (BLADE INLET) CM 
(IN.) 
R2 (BLADE EXIT)”emrr 
(IN.) 
(FPS) 
U2 WHEEL SPEED MPS 
Ah jouledkg 
(BTU/lb) 
VEL. RATIO 
(GLIB 
(MR)B INLET 
‘MR)B EXIT 
lMA)V INLET 
(‘A)V EXIT 
CxllCx2 MPS 
STAGE WORK 
Joules/Kg 
(BTUhb) 
(FPS) 
ROOT 
19.202 
(7.560) 
18.849 
(7.421) 
18.621 
(7.331) 
(7.331 1 
70.41 
(231.) 
34724. 
14.93 
0.267 
32.52 
26.82 
120.67 
31.86 
26.75 
121.40 
34.07 
0.406 
1.303 
1.253 
0.857 
0.815 
0.739 
0.912 
0.708 
0.921 
472.(456) 
18.B9’ 
THIRD STAGE 
STRE AMLl NE 
MEAN 
23.944 
(9.427) 
24.158 
(9.51 1) 
24.257 
(9.550) ’ 3a.328 
(9.814) 
94.18 
(309.) 
38771. 
16.67 
0.338 
28.73 
21.78 
129.49 
30.05 
22.75 
127.20 
33.81 
0.462 
1.257 
1.266 
0.909 
0.904 
0.563 
0.807 
0.577 
0.810 
344.(356) 
37445. 
( 16.10) 
TI P 
28.298 
(11.141) 
29.108 
(1 1.460) 
29.487 
( 1 1.6091 
30.320 
(1 1.937) 
114.60 
(376.) 
33608. 
14.45 
0.441 
33.10 
20.82 
126.09 
38.80 
22.75 
118.45 
42.19 
0.553 
1.205 
1.312 
0.999 
0.933 
0.321 
0.660 
0.400 
0.604 
254.(293) 
ROOT 
18.519 
(7.291) 
18.064 
(7.1121 
17.787 
(7.003) 
17.788 
(7.003) 
67.06 
(220.) 
33.189 
14.27 
0.261 
34.17 
29.54 
116.29 
35.55 
29.99 
114.46 
37.25 
0.401 
1.355 
1.319 
0.824 
0.803 
0.81 1 
1.018 
0.739 
0.981 
51 7. (528) 
- I ,  
FOURTH STAGE 
25.042 
(9.859) 
25.194 
(9.919) 
25.237 
(9.936) 
26.070 
(10.264) 
98.45 
(323.) 
38212. 
16.43 
0.356 
32.54 
24.47 
122.99 
35.60 
25.99 
118.40 
38.57 
0.522 
1.278 
1.410 
0.956 
0.953 
0.544 
0.897 
0.548 
0.806 
360.(405) 
36887. 
( 15.86) 
TIP 
30.698 
(12.086) 
31.458 
(12.385) 
31.836 
(12.534) 
32.593 
(12.832) 
123.14 
(404.) 
34922. 
14.8 
0.469 
39.95 
23.54 
116.51 
48.74 
25.99 
105.27 
47.94 
0.585 
1.224 
1.423 
1.062 
0.986 
0.297 
0.740 
0.364 
0.601 
I ‘N 
271 A351 1 
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TABLE I (Cont'd) 
EXIT GUIDE VANE AERODYNAMICS 
RADIAL STATION ROOT M E A N  TIP 
R, (VANE INLET)  CM. 
R1 (VANE EXIT )  CM. 
IN. 
IN.  
06 
al 
8, - 
PS% 
(MA) V INLET 
(MA) V E X I T  
17.787 26.167 
7.003 10.302 
20.447 26570 
8.050 10.461 
36.16 38.41 
90.0 90.0 
53.84 5 j  .59 
0.7953O " "0:94i8i'J ' cu " 1 
0.8295 0.6268 
0.4385 0.5292 
32.022 
12.922 
31.031 
12217 
46.18 
w) .O 
43 82  
<1 .OB77 
0.4190 
0.5440 
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AVG. PCT. SPAN 
DEFINING RADIUS -CM. 
I DEFINING RADIUS -IN. 
~ 
a1 ;c 
B CM 
IN. 
718 
LER CM. 
IN. 
TER CM. 
IN. 
* -  
TABLE IV 
EGV AIRFOIL DATA 
0 
19.1 16 
7.526 
30.52 
105.87 
75.35 
8.636 
3.400 
0.4967 
0.0208 
0.0082 
0.0239 
0.0094 
15% 
21.039 
8.283 
30.27 
106.95 
76.68 
8.636 
3.400 
0.5467 
0.025 1 
0.0099 
0.0264 
0.0104 
45% 
24.882 
9.796 
32.99 
107.18 
74.19 
8.636 
3.400 
0.6465 
0.0358 
0.0141 
0.0312 
0.01 23 
75% 
28.722 
11 308 
36 5 3  
106.1 6 
69.62 
8.636 
3.400 
0.7464 
0.0480 
0.0189 
0.0361 
0.0142 
90% 
30.645 
12.065 
38.96 
104.42 
65.45 
8.636 
! j 3.400 
0.7963 
0.0549 
0.021 6 
0.0383 
0.01 51 
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